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Student groups reminded of hazing policy
By Jennifer Gundersen
For The Maine Campus
Hazing. It was made famous
by the movie "Animal House" but
organizations who try it at the
University of Maine run the risk
of being kicked off campus.
UMaine has not had to reprimand any group for hazing
recently but continues to educate
students to prevent future incidents, Robert Dana, the senior
associate dean of Students and
Community Life, said.
Hazing, which has become
synonymous with college fraternities, sororities and athletic teams,
is an intentional act taken towards
a person in an organization by
another member of that group that
causes public humiliation, emotional discomfort or bodily injury.
"It is absolutely unacceptable,"
Dana said.
According to Dana, the problem of hazing is a slippery slope.
"You either are or you aren't
hazing," Dana said. "We will not
tolerate any form of the activity."
Elizabeth Allan, an assistant
professor in Education leadership,
said she agrees with Dana's
stance.

"Hazing is often just a harmless prank, but once you have set
up the power dynamic the pranks
can easily escalate," she said.
Allan became involved in the
fight against hazing while lobbying for legislation on the problem
in New Hampshire in 1993. She is
also a co-founder of a leading
against
hazing,
Web site
www.stophazing.org, which has
been featured in Teen People and
the New York Times.
"Far more people than imagined have died from hazing,"
Allan said."And many more have
been injured and emotionally
abused or scarred."
Dan Chadbourne, the president of Beta Theta Pi, said that
the fraternities recognize the seriousness of the issue. "If anyone
even complains or makes accusations you pretty much get the
book," Chadbourne said. "Too
many bad things can come from
hazing so its best just to pull
away from it all."
Aside from the policy, university involvement in student
groups discourages hazing and
educates groups about the serious
risks involved in hazing.
Each student organization on

campus was sent a letter warning
them about university rules and
laws regarding hazing policies.
New pledges in fraternities and
sororities have to attend seminars

twice each semester to inform
them about hazing, as well as
other
issues. The
Greek
Leadership Conference, to be
held March 3, will also donate

See HAZING on page 4

Snowstorm closes UMaine.

Justin Pinnette of Fort Kent, right, and friends Matt Tedford, left, and Wade Pinkham dig out their
cars Tuesday morning in the Knox Hall parking lot. See photo spread on page 5. CAMPUS PHOTO
BY MARK LIPCZYNSKI.

City Slickers heats up
Southwestern cuisine

Tours, room sign-ups
planned for Oak Hall
By Amanda Bouley
For THE MAINE CAMPUS

Bob Modery, owner and operator of City Slickers Tex Mex restaurant in downtown Bangor says he has
"the best fajitas in town," as he talks with his friend Dave Brewer. CAMPUS PHOTO BY MARK LIPCZYNSKI.

By Jessica DiSanto
Community Reporter

time to the issue of hazing
"We are very vigilant and
attentive to campus groups,"

to make something out of nothing, steady job at the railroad in 092,
he has the characteristics of an he opened a concession stand out
urban cowboy.
of a wagon on the Bangor waterBob Modery, the man behind front.
BANGOR
He's no John
Wayne. But with his deep voice, City Slickers Tex Mex,started out
See CITY SUCKERS on page 4
his rugged features and the ability with nothing. Laid off from his

The renovation of Oak Hall is
on schedule and the refurbished
residence hall will be open to students in August.
Although
August is six months away, the
time to sign up for a room is now.
Tours of Oak Hall will be
given Tuesday, Feb. 13, and on
Wednesday, Feb. 14, from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. The sign-up for residency in Oak Hall will be Thursday,
Feb. 22 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
again from 6 to 8 p.m. All signups will be held in Wells
Conference Center.
These are also the dates for the
general room bazaar, where any
student who has not already
selected a room can choose from
rooms not already taken.
There are new guidelines this
year that determine a student's eligibility to participate in the room
sign-up. In order to be eligible a
student must be "...matriculated
and enrolled in a minimum of
nine credit hours," Susan Iverson,
the assistant director for Housing
Services, said.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE- NEWSPAPER SINGE 1875

Matriculated is defined as
being enrolled in a degree-seeking
program she said.
Oak Hall has been closed for
more than six years, Zig Kachan,
Housing Services manager said.
It was originally built as a residence hall but was closed when
enrollment declined, she said.
Previously Dunn, Corbett,
Hart, Hannibal Hamlin, Oak and
Hancock halls were a cluster of
residence halls serviced by Wells
Commons. Oak Hall was chosen
for the renovations because it was
the only building out of that cluster that hadn't been converted to
anything else, Kachan said.
"It was an easy decision,"
Iverson said.
The renovation process was
sparked by the Admissions Office,
reporting an increase in enrollment
combined with the requests of
upperclassmen for single rooms.
"The demand is not for double
rooms," Iverson said, "most students want a private space."
The single rooms in Oak Hall
will be reserved for upperclassSee OAK HALL on page 3
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'Vagina Monologues' raise controversy at St. Mary's
By Colleen McCarthy
The Observer
South Bend, Ind. (U-WIRE)
— Board members of the Campus
Alliance for Rape Elimination
(CARE) briefed members of the
Board of Governance on their
meeting with Saint Mary's
College administrators last week
and fielded questions from board
members regarding the play "The
Vagina Monologues."
The administration has refused
to allow the nationally acclaimed
play by Eve Ensler to be performed at Saint Mary's, though it
was performed in February of
2000 at the college.
"The administration had a lot
of suggestions about what they
think would be more inclusive
activities for the campus relative
to addressing issues of sexuality
that they presented to us," said
Emily Koelsch, a CARE board
member. "As far as having the
play performed on campus this

year, we agreed to disagree."
Koelsch told board members
that CARE had accomplished its
two goals going into the meeting.
The administration will allow
CARE to send a letter describing
the play and the need for it on
campus to the Parents Council,
Board of Trustees and Alumnae
Board. Eldred will also send an email to the college's student body
describing her reasons for not
allowing the play to be performed
this year.
Julie Frischkorn, a CARE
board
member and
BOG
Women's Issues commissioner
noted that the administration
acknowledged that academic freedom would allow professors to
read the play in their classes and
that there was nothing the administration could do to prevent that
from taking place.
Board members asked numerous questions of the CARE representatives including asking CARE
to address whether rumors relat-

mor

ing to a possible performance of
the play were true.
"I don't know anything about
that, and I prefer not to respond
to underground stories and
rumors," said CARE member
Katie Poynter.
However, CARE members
have agreed with the administration that the group would not
sponsor a performance of the play
this year. Koelsch and the other
CARE members have said, however, that if individual students
want to get together and have a
reading of the play, there is nothing they can do because they have
no control over what other students do.
Katie Robinson, junior class
president asked whether having
an "underground" performance of
the "Monologues" would hinder
the chances of the administration
allowing the play to be performed
in the future.
"I don't think there is anything
besides student pressure that will

get it performed again next year,"
said Poynter. "The administration
wants to see this issue die and go
away. Maybe if students do perform it on their own people will
go and see it and be inspired and
want to push for a presentation of
the play on campus next year,"
said Robinson.
Another issue raised by offcampus commissioner Kristy
Sutorious was whether the threat
of donors refusing to make good
on financial donations to the
College if the play was performed
was a factor in Eldred's decision.
"[Eldred] told us that it was
not a question of money,"
Koelsch said. "Rather, she said
it was a question of respecting
the interests of all constituencies
on campus."
Vice president Michelle Nagle
asked whether a play with the
"shock
value"
of
the
"Monologues" was the best way
to address issues of sexuality
when many of the students at
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Saint Mary's had gone to Catholic
schools all their lives where issues
of sexuality were not discussed in
such a direct fashion.
"If these students have grown
up in a naive atmosphere and now
they're in college, should there be
other things to build on first that
would make the play less shocking," asked Nagle. "My question
is if the shock value of the play
will necessarily attract the students who need to see it or if the
shock value will turn them away."
Frischkorn responded that
there are a variety of other activities on campus such as panel discussions, CARE meetings and
Feminist Collective meetings
where students can talk about
issues of sexuality in a smallgroup setting.
"It's not necessarily the shock
value of the play," said Koelsch.
"Rather, it's poignant descriptions of experiences other women
have had."
Discussion between board
members then focused on
whether they should make a statement regarding the administration's decision to not allow the
performance.
"I don't know if I think it is
appropriate for us to endorse the
play this year and if an endorsement would be effective because
some of us on the Board haven't
seen the play," said student representative to the board of Trustees,
Molly Kahn.
"I have my personal opinion
about the play but I've had many
students approach me who don't
like it and I don't know how I feel
about voting on behalf of the student body if I don't know what
their opinion is," said Kahn.
Sophomore class president
Kristin Matha also suggested the
board gather more student opinion
before making a statement.
"I think we need some sort of
way to gauge student opinion,"
said Matha.
Kahn said that making a statement could inhibit the dialogue
that is now taking place with the
administration.
"I think we need to allow a
dialogue to continue on this
issue," said Kahn. "We should
seek to be collaborative here and
not antagonistic. I think that
would be the most responsible
way for us to go."
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Loyola (La.) sees lawsuit Maine State Climate
office moves to UMaine
over cheerleader's injury
By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter

By Elizabeth Stuart
The Maroon
NEW ORLEANS(U-WIRE) —
A stunt aimed at elevating student
cheers at a basketball game last
January sent a cheerleader crashing
to the floor and landed Loyola
University-New Orleans in a lawsuit.
According to public record,
lawyers for Shannon RueIle, former Loyola student and the injured
athlete, filed suit against the university Jan. 16.
According to Gail Howard,
assistant to the president, the Rev.
Bernard Knoth, S.J., university
president, had not been served with
the lawsuit as of late last week.
On Jan. 13, 2000, RueIle and
other cheerleaders tried to perform a stunt called "the elevator."
RueIle landed on the hardwood
basketball court, striking her head
and back. According to the lawsuit, the university allegedly
"failed to render aid, assistance or
medical attention" to RueIle.
The lawsuit also contends that
after the accident, Loyola "agreed
and promised to pay [RueIle's] medical expenses relating to the accident." It states that the university
then refused to do so. The suit calls
for Loyola to answer these charges.
Yet according to a waiver form
the cheerleaders and all club sports
athletes must sign, they agree tQ
release "Loyola University, its
agents, employees and representatives from any responsibility or liability for any and all personal injury
and property damage to [the club
sport athlete] on account of, or in
any way arising out of, [club sport
athlete's] participation in the activities, practice and play of this sport."

They must carry personal
injury and medical insurance in
order to perform.
Cheerleaders also sign a contract agreeing not to use drugs,
including cigarettes or alcohol, 24
hours prior to performing.
This contract also deals with
attendance at performances,
meetings, practices and fundraising events.
RueIle has transferred to
Xavier University in Cincinnati,
Ohio, and could.not be reached for
comment. Her lawyer did not
return phone calls for comment.
The suit claims RueIle was injured
because the university did not provide adequate instruction, supervision and advance warning of possible injury.
It also states that while RueIle
had reservations about performing
the stunt, her captains assured her
that she would be fine.
The lawsuit also claims that
after RueIle fell attempting the
stunt during practice, she "and
other members of the squad asked
the captain of the squad if they
could perform something else, but
were instructed by the captain that
everything would be fine and to
perform the stunt."
Gidget Fields, psychology senior and cheerleader captain when
the fall occurred, is not on the
squad this semester because of
other obligations and declined to
comment on the lawsuit.
The suit states that as a result
of the fall, RueIle suffered injuries
to her head, neck and back and
that these injuries will incur medical expenses; "suffer loss of
income; and endure pain, suffering and disability."

Brandi Boatner, communications senior and cheerleader president, said "the elevator" is not
considered hard at the college
level. Yet timing is essential to
avoid injury.
"We were upset," Boatner said.
"People don't realize cheerleading is a sport. It's physical; you
can get hurt."
Because of the accident, and for
insurance purposes, the squad no
longer performs stunts with partners.
According to Boatner, its members are now limited to tumbling,
jumping and dancing. Jasmine de
LaCruz, cheerleader captain and
communications senior, has been
cheerleading at Loyola for four
years and was on the squad last
January when the accident occurred.
She said the cheerleaders are
taking private tumbling lessons to
improve.
"It [performing stunts] was
never an issue because we're not
up with the big-rig schools,"
LaCruz said.
Boatner said while the squad
does have an adviser, Sylvia
Young, it does not have a coach.
Young, assistant to the dean of
University Ministry, said they discussed getting a coach at the
beginning of the school year, but
there are no plans.
"I think they do well just doing
the cheers," Young said.
The cheerleader squad is a student organization, and the participating students are volunteers.
Nan
Davis, director
of
Recreational Sports, said smaller
schools such as Loyola do not usually have cheerleading coaches.
Recreational Sports does not provide
paid staff for student organizations.

Oak Hall

from page 1

men only.
Last year everyone who wanted a single room got one. With
the addition of Oak Hall, this year
looks to be the same.
"Everyone who would like a
single space should be able to
find one," Kachan said.
Oak Hall, which will be filled
on a first-come, first-serve basis,

will provide living space for 82
students, including two Resident
Assistants and a Resident Director.
While Oak Hall has only single rooms, there will be two types
of singles, with one being slightly
smaller than the other.
"There will be a rate differential," Iverson said.
Oak Hall will be a non-smok'•

ing, continuous housing, co-ed
dorm. Students choosing a residence hall should consider all these
aspects. Oak Hall has the added
bonus of a central location. She
said students should choose a hall
based on location and amenities.
"Hart sells like hotcakes, for
the same reasons [students]
should choose Oak," she said.

Maine is the 48th state to provide funding for such an institute.
The climate office will be nationThe University of Maine will ally affiliated with the Climate
play host to yet another govern- Data Center in Asheville, N.C., as
ment fixture this month, as the well as regional center throughout
official Maine State Climate the northeast.
Office moves into the on-campus
"New England's climate has
Institute
of
not been studied in
Quaternary
and
detail," Zielinski said,
Climate Studies.
"although
warmer
Picked to head the
weather records show
institute is Gregory
that the coast and
Zielinski, a Bangor
inland areas have gotnative and specialist
ten slightly warmer
in the analysis of volover the past two
canic dust in glacial
decades.
cores. Zielinski will
"One of my jobs
serve as office direcwill be to take a caretor and hold the title
ful look at the instruZielinski.
Gregory
of
Maine
State
ment and historical
COURTESY PHOTO.
Climatologist.
records to understand
"The Maine State Climate if, and how, climate is changing
Office is a partnership between and how global events such as El
the National Weather Service, the Nino and large eruptions affect
National Climate Data Center net- Maine and all of New England."
work and the university,"
Zielinski noted that he will be
Zielinski said. "Our mission is to working closely with the Maine
collect and provide weather serv- Agricultural
and
Forest
ice to the people of Maine, con- Experiment Stations, who have
duct research on Maine's climate
See CLIMATE on page 5
and offer services to the public."
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Hazing
Dana said. "Every group is
exposed to the issue year in and
year out."
The theory behind hazing is
that it creates a common bonding
experience within groups.
"I call it lazy bonding," Dana
said. "We want to teach the
groups more effective, humane
and thoughtful ways to achieve a
bond."
E.J. Roach, the coordinator
of Greek life for UMaine, said
students are reluctant to break
traditions.
"Its tough to change attitudes," Roach said. "I-Palf the battle is convincing the group that
traditions can change and then
replacing the hazing with something positive."
Although Dana does not feel
hazing is widespread on campus,
he finds value in keeping the issue
on the forefront. "We deal with
[hazing] a lot so we don't have to

from page 1
deal with greater problems in the hazing victims rarely report the
incident, having respect for the
future," he said.
"Hazing only happens in a people involved in hazing them.
small minority of organized stu- Hazing often results in mistrust,
apathy and alienation.
dent groups," Dana said.
"We don't treat the new guys
"Beta doesn't haze at all,"
like kids," Chadbourne said.
Chadbourne said.
The fraternity does not con- "We don't want to crush anydone any form of hazing among one's dignity."
Allan also makes the point that
its members and even asks
pledges to remain sober through- in abusive relationships, abuse
out the entire pledging process to tends to increase over time.
further ensure that nothing ques- "Although there is not enough
research on hazing to prove this, I
tionable occurs.
Fraternities and sororities with would draw similar parallels
national affiliations also have between the two," she said.
The problem facing those who
strict policies against -hazing.
According to Allan, lawsuits from are opposed to hazing is breaking
hazing cases can be a huge with the group's traditions.
expense that the national boards
"A culture develops around
want to avoid.
hazing. It becomes a part of the
"Even if the university pun- experience and the meaning of
ished us for hazing, Beta National belonging to the group," Allan
would come down twice as hard," said. "It is hard to change this
behavior once it has become
Chadbourne said.
According to Allan's Web site, entrenched."
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Education officials
label Web site
domain misleading
By Sarah Snyder
Daily Texan

AUSTIN,Texas(U-WIRE) —
The
U.S. Department of
Education has criticized a forprofit organization, Student
Financial Aid Services, for using
an Internet domain name that
could confuse students seeking to
fill out the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid.
But Michael Alexander, the
company's founder and chief
executive officer, said the service
is optional and doesn't trick students into purchasing any unwanted services.
"People can certainly do it
from page 1
themselves if they prefer; we're
"We call it Tex Mex because it smoking regulations, patrons not trying to scam anybody,"
Since then, Modery expanded
his wagon into smaller restaurants, involves Texas Mexican style," he need to be 21 or older unless Alexander said, adding that he has
like Bob's Chili Challenge, to what said,"but we use a lot of habaneros accompanied by a parent or legal no plans to stop operating.
The department received
is currently City Slickers Tex Mex and jalapenos in our food. It's guardian.
more heat than spice. In Mexican
located in downtown Bangor.
For the most part, City Slickers phone complaints about the comand
requested
that
City Slickers Tex Mex is a food they don't use peppers like has a steady clientele whose ages pany
change
Alexander
his
domain
southwestern style restaurant. we do in southwestern style."
range between 30-40 years old —
name, according
to
The
Modery uses his own recipes to
But what are habaneros?
the "baby boomer crowd."
Associated
Press.
give customers an opportunity to
"Habaneros are the hottest nat"Everybody knows everybody
The department issued a letter
enjoy his version of Tex Mex ural known pepper to man," here," Modery said. "It's like a
food. From pizza made with Modery said. "It has an excellent "Cheers" bar. But we do get asking the company to shut down
cayenne pepper sauce and tortillas fruity flavor. That's
why young faces, new people in all the its business in early January, sayinstead of crust, to ribs and sirloin habaneros are so popular. People time. They hear about it, come ing the company was found to be
misleading, making site visitors
subs, City Slickers has its own have gotten used to jalapenos and down and check it out."
there was a fee for filling
believe
now they've moved up to
unique taste.
Friday and Saturday nights are
the AP reported.
out
the
form,
There is a distinction between habaneros."
the busiest times at City Slickers.
The
organization,
10-year-old
City Slickers has more on the Fall, early winter and holidays
Mexican and southwestern food
and Modery wants his customers menu than just Tex Mex style. The bring in a steady crowd. Business based in El Maceo, Calif., which
fare includes seasonal foods such is often affected by the weather too. helps students fill out their
to know it.
According
According to Modery, those FAFSA for charges ranging from
to
Modery, as chowder and lobster rolls.
Mexican food is made up of bits Baked chicken breast will soon be working at City Slickers look for- $49.99-$189.99, made its first
online
at
and pieces of different foods added to the menu.
ward to good weather in the winter appearance
http://www.fafsa.com in 1997.
For University of Maine stu- and bad weather in the summer.
cooked with a large amount of
lard. Southwestern food is distin- dents who want to visit City
"If it's snowing out bad in the The Department of Education for
guished .by "heat" ingredients Slickers, keep in mind that it is a winter, nobody comes out. It's the FAFSA can be found at
Class A lounge. Because of the slow. In the summertime if it's http://fafsa.ed.gov.
such as jalapenos.
nice out, it's slow. You want it to
•••••••••••••••••••••••• rain [in the summer] because it
brings them in, they have recently published similarly cennowhere else to go," he said.
tered studies, including analyses
Regardless of the weather, of growing season records and a
Modery is hoping to move his series of temperature and precipiO
.
e
business in a year to the Odlin tation reports.
.
0
Road in Bangor. With help from
Zielinski graduated from the
the hotel industry he plans on University of Massachusetts with
expanding his clientele and letting a degree in geology and an interhis restaurant grow even further.
est in pursuing a career in the
"Hopefully it keeps going volcanic sciences. He is in the
strong, keeps growing," Modery process of writing a book titled,
said. "We're not setting any New England's Changeable
world records as far as sales go, Weather and Climate, with felbut they are growing and we're low
climatologist,
New
holding our own. Slow growth is Hampshire native Barry Keim.
better than leaps and bounds Additionally, Zielinski is pursusometimes."
ing a study on snowfall records

City Slickers
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Alexander compared his service to those that help U.S. citizens
file their taxes.
"It's for students who don't
enjoy filling out the FAFSA or
just don't have the time,"
Alexander said. "Just like people
who have experts help them with
their taxes, we're .the FAFSA
experts."
The
Department
of
Education could not be reached
for comment.
Henry Urick, executive assistant director of the University of
Texas's Office of Student
Financial Services, said the company should find a different
address.
"I feel that the students and
parents would be better served by
[the service] having a more
unique domain name than the
present one,"Urick said.
Urick added that he has notified financial aid counselors of
the similarity between the two
Web sites.
Students can seek FAFSA
advice through high school counselors and college financial aid
advisors, Urick said. •
"When we contact students by
e-mail, we always refer them to
our site," Urick said. "That's the
best place available for advice and
it's at the best price, free."
Lawrence Burt, director of
OSFS, said that while the Web
site may confuse some students,
he's unsure that the Web site
should be shut down.
"I would be hard pressed to say
they would have to do that," Burt
said. "Whether he's pushing the
envelope, it's hard to say."
from page 3
in Maine and New England and
the history of Nor'Easters and
their potential impacts and
strength.
More information can be
obtained by logging onto the
Maine State Climate office's Web
site, at www.umaine.edu/maineclimate, which offers continually
updated information on climatology and the changing environment, or by calling 207-581-3441.

Summer Jobs With Upward Bound
Work with high school students on the UMaine Campus
(6/18-8/3)
We need Lnivge Arts, Foreign Language, Math and
Science teachers; Research Specialist; Project Coordinator;
Technical Writing teachers; Residential Counselors; Work
Experience Coordinators, Volunteer Experience Coordinator,
Workshop Coordinator; Nurse/Health Educator; Weekend
Coordinators, Summer Work-Study extremely helpful.
Excellent professional experience. Room and board
available for some positions.
Details/applications can be sent to:
Upward Bound
226 Chadbourne Hall
University of Maine
Phone: 581-2522
drirearlirAvoirinrinetergeweere
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Snow,snow and more snow
Above: Sophomore Dave Andrews builds a small snow fort as he anticipates
a snowball fight outside of Knox Hall Tuesday morning. His friends Mandy
Nelson, right, and Chris Bell look on. CAMPUS PHOTO By MARK LIPZCYNSKI.
Below: University plow trucks try to evacuate the Penobscot Hall driveway
Tuesday mid-morning. CAMPUS PHOTO BY KIMBERLY LEONARD.
Right: Tuesday afternoon student Ryan Dixon digs out 'Old Faithful' in the
Stodder parking lot. CAMPUS PHOTO BY KIMBERLY LEONARD.

YOUR OPINION
MATTERS.
write a letter
to the editor.

FINANCIAL AID
2001-2002
APPLY NOW!
To be considered for all types of financial aid, your FAFSA
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EDITORIAL
Less hassle for T-shirt logos Bush and Gore can go to hell
Colleges should be places of free expression and creative thinking, but in the name
of marketing, the University of Maine has placed restrictions on all UMaine logos.
Student organizations, from athletic teams to residence halls, now need approval to
deviate from any standard issue designs on T-shirts or other memorabilia.
Standard issue consists of three colors: navy, a lighter blue, and white. These are
the only colors used for uniforms and in standard issue designs. The designs consist
of stylized versions of the word "Maine," the capital letter "M" and Black Bear
drawings. Nothing is allowed to touch or be associated with official logos.
Campus organizations who wish to use original designs have to contact the marketing department for approval. This is a time consuming process, and often comes
as a last-minute surprise. Many organizations do not realize they need permission
until a design is submitted to a printer and the printer refuses service until the logo
is approved. Students are sometimes forced to switch to an official and less-creative
logo because of time constraints.
Forcing students to go to one central place for approval for all designs stifles the
creativity of student groups as a whole. Within each department, there should be a person authorized to approve logos for T-shirts and other memorabilia. Instead of punishing creativity, the representative's duty should be to make sure the design is in good
taste. It should be a quick and simple process. Organizations should also be reminded
at the beginning of each year who their representative is and how the process operates.
Students willing to take a chance and be creative are a boon to the university, and
should not be stifled in favor of uniformity and marketing dollars.

Space debris an international concern
The myriad of man-made satellites residing in the planet's orbit supports a planet-wide web of communications. This vast network allows the inhabitants of Earth
to accurately photograph space phenomena, predict the weather, transfix exact geographic locations, operate mobile phones and instantaneously transmit information
across the globe.
According to a 1994 article in News and Observer, as of 1994 U.S. Space
Command had tracked 7,500 pieces of synthetic debris within the Earth's orbit, in
addition to functioning satellites. Space Command tracking software only tracks
objects that are upward of four inches in size so this figure doesn't account for the
3.5 million objects estimated to be surrounding the earth at any given time.
All of this debris travels geosynchronously at roughly 17,000 miles per hour. At
that speed, collision with an object no bigger than a postage stamp can inflict catastrophic damage to a satellite or manned craft. As a result, new launch windows and
exact satellite orbits must be meticulously planned so as to avoid such collisions.
Currently, President Bush is planning to resurrect the Reagan-era Star Wars missile
defense satellite program and NASA has plans underway to launch its first Mars missions by 2007. Meanwhile the informational boom that has swept the globe has mandated the launch of still more satellites into the already crowded area of Earth's orbit.
Given the effort, time and cost required to track this orbital debris, plan around
it and repair the damage that it causes, it would seem prudent to use joint international resources to subsidize efforts to clean up the defunct satellites and assorted
debris that are already in Earth's space before we add more objects to the growing
orbital mess.

Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose
members are Stanley Dankoski, Brad Prescott, John Contreraz, Kimberly
Leonard, Penny Morton, Kelly Michaud, Amanda Hebert, Jason Conniff,
Abel Gleason and Justin Bellows.
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In my HON 102 during his college days at activities are nobody's
course, I was recently Harvard. George W. Bush business.)
assigned to read Dante's did cocaine. While neiGeez,
I
always
"Inferno." In this book, ther Bush nor Gore open- thought that leaders
Dante's odyssey is
should demonstrate the
through the inner reachbehavior which they
Marc Asch
es of hell. Dante, who
consider honorable in
was in exile when he For The Maine Campus their own personal lives
wrote the book, naturalin order to be a legitily populated his version
mate source of authoriof hell with his political
ty. I guess you can call
adversaries, including ly admitted to doing these me old fashioned.
some of the most noted things, the facts are pretty
Another political hyppolitical figures of his clear, and neither was ocrite is Jesse Jackson.
time and even several
willing to deny it.
During the Clinton/oral
Popes.
The fact that they didn't sex fiasco, the reverend
As
a
homework deny their past drug usage had the audacity to accept
assignment, I was asked
was because they did not the job of spiritual counto populate a region of want to be caught in a sim- selor for the president. The
Dante's hell with modern ilar circle of controversy sin Clinton was supposed
day figures. Naturally, as Bill Clinton was. to be repenting for was
the realm of hell which I Therefore, their policies that of marital infidelity,
chose to fill with my con- were just to blow it off as but at the same time
temporaries, is that where something that happened Jackson was offering himthe hypocrites dwell. I in the distant past which self as a spiritual leader he
chose the realm of the
was of no relevance. They was committing the same
hypocrites for the simple suggested that such ques- sin himself. How could he
reason that it is easy to tions were not even appro- dare accept the position of
fill. We are surrounded priate subjects for the spiritual counselor, and
by them everyday. In
media to ask about. The hence put himself on a
fact, modern times are
American public seeming- higher moral ground than
not so different from ly bought this argument.
the president, when he was
those of the middle age
Meanwhile, both Al simultaneously having an
world in which Dante Gore and George W. Bush affair with one of his
resided. The biggest hyp- are active proponents of employees?
ocrites are those who the War on Drugs camIn both the case of the
would have themselves paign. With the policies candidates for the presias our leaders.
Bush has instigated in dency and that of the the
The first two hyp- Texas, he might well still Rev. Jesse Jackson, my
ocrites I placed down
be in jail today for what he objection is not their
below are the candidates did in his days of youth.
behavior itself (marital
for the presidential elecThe message: the sale, infidelity
and
drug
tion of 2000. Both Al possession and usage of usage), it is their willingGore the loser, and drugs is wrong and ness to punish others or
George W. Bush the win- should be punished by claim
higher
moral
ner. There are several law with long jail terms stature than those who
reasons they might be and other means of social commit the same offense.
deemed hypocrites, but ostracism, unless you are This is the very definition
for the sake of brevity I a rich candidate for our of a hypocrite.
will focus on their poli- nation's highest political
May they be judged
cies of drug control. Al office and greatest sym- accordingly.
Gore smoked copious bol of leadership. (If this
Marc Asch is a firstamounts of marijuana is the case, your past year journalism major.
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OPINION
Bad news for Bambi and friends
Bambi, meet Satan. From a
wild
animal's
point
of
view—excluding all corporatesponsored mascots and bears
residing safely in zoos—this is
likely the feeling the natural
world has regarding the Bush
administration's environmental
tag team, Gail Norton and
Christie Todd Whitman.
For the past eight years
Norton, who is now responsible
for overseeing all public lands as
Secretary of the Interior, has been
haunted by ghosts of dead fish,
squirrels and pines. As Colorado's
attorney general, her lack of
responsibility and environmental
philosophy lead to a river's
bleaching impersonation of
Michael
Jackson.
Sadly,
Summitville Consolidated Mining
Corporation viciously reduced
Alamosa River, a pristine water
source for fishing and agricultural
endeavors, to the appearance of
Fogler library when cyanide and
acidic water spilled from the mining site into the river.
Like James Watts, Reagan's
Interior Secretary, in balancing
the seesaw between the squirrels and moose and Exxon and
Dow Chemical, she advocates a
conservative "self-auditing"
environmental program. A capitalistic belief, this entails the
respective government creating
financial incentives, such as
deregulation and protection
from fines, therefore making it
in Mr. Texaco's financial interest, for example, not to defecate
on Mother Earth. However, this
philosophy turned Alamosa into
a corporate toilet.
In fairness to Norton, the

tragedy—worst in Colorado's
history—is rare. However, the
real issue comes by her lack of
success in holding the company
responsible, never filing criminal charges and leaving cleanup
to be funded by tax dollars.
Contrary to her philosophy in
states' rights, she and Colorado

Jason Moor

then welcomed federal government intervention, who prevented the disaster from worsening and later won felony
criminal cases against a number
of the owners of the mine,
doing precisely the work she
failed to do. In regard to her
ability to protect public lands,
like the fish, squirrels and pines
that ate the ecological big one,
I respectably dissent.
In comparison to Norton,
Christie Todd Whitman's prochoice, pro-affirmative action,
anti-gun control and pro-business stance provide her with the
ability to mutate into either a
Democrat or a Republican. As
governor of New Jersey she
decreased the state EPA by 30
percent and minimized environmental regulations to attract
and keep companies in the
state. Importantly, as Darth
Vader of the EPA, a "For Sale"
sign staked in the buttocks of a
moose best animates her environmental priorities.
Let's face it: as anyone in

Birkenstocks will tell you, environmental mistakes are bad and
wildlife is continuously being
treated like the early American
Indians, who were "puritized"
by the likes of William
Bradford, an early American
corporate leader. With Gail
Norton on the cabinet and Bush
in oval office, not to mention
Christie Todd Whitman, the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
is a prime receiver for some
major corporate defecation.
Naturally, the pro-business,
self-auditing
environmental
philosophy the Bush administration practices, makes every
squirrel, moose and Naderraider a bit nervous.There are
positive externalities, however.
For one, evolutionary pressure
may result in the unionization
of cuddly creatures. After all,
there are only so many
Galapagos Islands to go around.
Further, financial support
from the general public to environmental groups will increase
and Nader will have a reason to
write a new book. Also, more
ex-model, wool-sweatered (purchased from the Grasshopper
shop, of course), environmental
socialists from Hampshire college named Butterfly, Lepicorn,
or Zepher, accompanied by
faxes, cell phones, laptops and
their parent's credit cards, will
rough it while residing in (or
chained to) trees—whichever will
produce more pictures to show
their friends...I mean, whatever
will have the stronger effect on
Congress.
Jason Moor is a senior
English major

America needs to adapt to new administration
"Americans have the attention
span of gnats." MSNBC's Brian
Williams said this during the presidential election, and the quote,
although initially insulting, now falls
into a category that I have labeled
'Truer words were never spoken."
I remembered this quote as I
watched the Senatejudiciary committee hearings concerning Attorney
General nominee John Ashcroft over
break. I remembered Williams'
words as Ted Kennedy questioned
Ashcroft's morals and convictions,
and I remembered the words again
when Ted spoke of Bush's cabinet
choice as if he were unfit for service
because he happens to be ... brace
yourselves ... a republican. If
Americans bought this garbage, than
Williams' point was dead on.
You see, my fellow Americans,
we do have short attention spans.
Ted Kennedy obviously thinks so if
he believes he can call a moral man
a pariah in the face of his own
checkered past.
Example A, John Ashcroft:
Ashcroft approved 27 of 28 African
American federal court nominees,
denying only one because he felt he
was too soft on murderers. Example

B,Ted Kennedy: Kennedy was drunk
at the wheel when he dmve off a
bridge into a stream, and then fled,
leaving his female passenger to
drown. Are we to believe the morals
of the accuser are superior to those of
the accused? Our gnat-like attention
spans would deem it so. After all,

Chappaquidick was so long ago.
Interestingly
enough, the
Kennedy plan of shouting and slandering did not work. As accusations
of racism flew, the star witness judge
said he did not believe Ashcroffs decision to deny his appointment was race
based. Whoops. I guess the democrats missed that in rehearsal.
If that wasn't enough, the leftleaning Senators bitch and moan
about the illegitimacy of a Bush presidency. With only 49 percent of the
popular vote, how dare he appoint
conservatives to his cabinet? Ah, my
friends, how soon you forget...In
1992 the American people elected
William Jefferson Clinton with an

overwhelming 43 percent of the popular vote. Clinton, despite a majority
that voted for conservative candidates, packed his cabinet with liberals.
It was, as president, his right to do so.
Now, eight years later, when the
tables have at last turned, the democrats are playing on the short attention
spans of Americans by complaining
about conservative cabinet picks.
Guess what, liberal America? A
conservative president, no matter how
close his election was, can, and will,
appoint a conservative cabinet to represent him. Bush will play the same
game that Clinton played, and
although it may be a tough pill to
swallow after your wife-cheating,
scandal-ridden, caretaker president
left the office, and his hand picked
successor failed to take his place, it is
the way of the world.
The democrats on Capitol Hill
still filming over the election would
do good to follow the lead of
Wisconsin Senator Russ Feingold.
Feingold advocates abiding by what
he calls "The political golden rule:"
Do unto the republicans as you would
have them do unto you.
Kris Healey is a senior anthmpology major

FirstClass conference arguments
should maintain level of respect
As a freshman here at
UMaine, I was at first unfamiliar with the phenomenon known
as FirstClass. After a week or
two I learned the basics: sending and receiving e-mails, reading and writing resumes
and checking
class folders.
For a short
time, I was
content with
my FirstClass existence. Life
was good. Then, I was sucked
in. I discovered bulletin boards
such as the Musician Coalition,
the Mountain Bike Forum and
the dreaded Campus Dialog.
The latter of the three mentioned folders has irked me
since the first day I laid eyes on
it and what I have witnessed in
this folder can only be classified as bona fide immaturity.
For those of you who may
not be familiar with Campus
Dialog, it is a folder on
FirstClass that allows students
and faculty alike to post messages regarding campus life,
activities
and
issues.
Unfortunately, it often becomes
a forum for rude comments,
innocuous conversation and
outrageous argument.
In recent weeks, I have participated in the conversations
and have been both outraged
and, in some cases, the source
of outrage. What was intended
as a forum for communication
on issues that are pertinent to
the UMaine community has
become an outlet for students to
discuss some often racy subjects.
One particular subject started with a poem dealing with the
morality behind abortion. I read
the poem and thought little
about it. I didn't post any kind
of reply to the message, nor did
I initially have any reason to.
But a few hours later, I checked
the folder again. There were
two replies to the post, so, out
of curiosity, I read the replies.
One of the replies was innocent enough: a person presenting their viewpoint on the subject. The second reply, however, both shocked and enraged
me. It was written in a vicious
and rude manner, and verbally
attacked the person who wrote
the original post. Being a
strong believer that respect on
the Internet is just as important
as respect in face-to-face con-

tact, I replied to the post. My
initial intent was to make light
of the fact that the person's
response to the initial post was
uncalled for and rude. By posting my views, I was also verbally attacked
on a personal
level
after
one such user
discovered he
could use personal information from my online resume
to "prove his point."
The fact that I was attacked
on a personal level by a person
who knows nothing about me
other than what I had posted in
my resume ticked me off even
more, provoking me to post a
rebuttal to the comments.
Being as polite and reasonable
as I could, I pleaded my case
and unintentionally poured
gasoline on the fire. To make a
long story short, the argument
transformed into a long thread
of posts that attacked me, other
people who had posted replies
and the person who posted the
original message.
The Campus Dialogue folder
is a great way to post viewpoints, ask questions and raise
issues. However,just as in every
other forum in life, respectful
communication is key to effective and meaningful conversation. Just because we are able to
access a folder and hide behind
our computer screens does not
mean that we should feel it necessary to verbally attack someone without ever having to show
our faces to that person. To me,
such acts seem cowardly and
should be left in the schoolyards
of grammar schools.
The Internet is an incredibly
valuable resource that has
changed the face of communication, but without a foundation
based on respect of others and
their viewpoints, the Internet
will falter and become nothing
but another tool to be misused
and abused to the point that its
uses are nothing but hazardous
to society.
I never believed in the
adage, "If you can't say anything nice, don't say anything at
all." I believe the truth isn't
always nice. But if you are
going to say something that isn't
nice, at least say it with a little
dignity. Be respectful.
Dan Cavallari is a first-year
English major.

Dan Cavallari
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Crossword
ACROSS
I Timeworn, as a
joke
16 Prince, perhaps
17 Errors
te Beast of burden
i9 Resistance unit
20 Country
bumpkins
21 Flood refuge
23 Bric-a- —
21 -- tar pits
28 Yum-Yum lover
in "The Mikado"
33 Big Ten team
34 Some radios
35 Concern for
Claudius
34 Lodge
members
3711 may be
glossed over

38-- Connor of
'The
Terminator"
39 Drill
40 Up to,
informally
41 Little one
42 Symbols of
welcome
44 Took (off)
45 Stole, perhaps
44 Amb. worker
47 Rusty on the
diamond
60 Substitute for
the unlisted
$2 Hoosier
humorist
55 Rich desserts
59 "Giant" and
"Cimarron," e.g.
SO Head for skid
row?
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DOWN
I "For goodness
sake!"
2"Star Wars"
princess
3 Magnetic --4 Roman candle
path
s Penn or Union:
Abbr.
6 Hawaiian island
7 Leave one's
mark on
8 Brief
description
2 Abode of the
dead, in Norse
myth
10 Many Mormons
Ii "No respect,"
for Rodney
Dangerfield
12 With 27-Down,
old English
character actor
13 Start of an
explanation
14 Wilson and
Harding, e.g.
is The Platters'
Mine"
21 Up
22 Devil's Island
escapee --Belbenoit
24 Right for the
disabled
25 It's neither here
nor there
24 Throw for -27 See 12-Down
25 Going nowhere

2

-7

4

9

10

11

12

13 14

IS

18
17
II
23
28-

34

33

I can remembe'
my parents make',118
of Oz. God, di
was afraid of t
was afraid of
like the witch a
I never liked t
that he would
keys and try to

35

KRIS HEALEY

38
39
42

47

46

43

44

45

46

49

50

52

51
57

55

54

58

59
60
Puzzle by Manny Noeowsky

30 Menace
31 Be Bryanesque
32 Was audibly
impressed
37 Portray
38 Canned
product since
1937
40 New York's --Bridge
41 Kind of soup, in
the South
43 Wear it in good
health
47 Met home

48 Mission
49 "Vissi
from "Tosca"
51 Prefix with
type
were
1263 Latin grammar
task: Abbr.

54 To be, in old
Rome
55 100 lbs.
56 You can get a
charge out of it
57 Kind of show
MI European
streaker

Answers to any three clues in this puzzle
are available by touch-tone phone:
1-900-420-5656(750 per minute).
Annual subscriptions are available for the
best of Sunday crosswords from the last
50 years: 1-688-7-ACROSS.

VIC'S CORNeR
BY VICTOR ARIOUS,
ENTERTAINMENT SECTION EDITOR
THE COMICS SECTION AMP PERSONAiOFFENSE:
"OKAY, 50 HERE ARE THE RULES OF THE
COMICS SECTION, GIVEN TO YOU TODAY PRIMARILY
DUE TO THE RETURN OF STEPHEN WINSI-OWS
BITING HUMOR TO THE MAINE CAMPUS. A5
I Al-READY MENTIONEP, WE TRY TO BE FAIRLY
NON-OFFENSIVE HERE IN THE ENTERTAINMENT
SECTION, WITHOUT BEING 50 TAME THAT WE'RE fik.ANO"
'HOWEVER, WE HAVE TO TRY TO APPEAL TO A WIPE RANGE OF
REAPERS. AS SUCH, WE TRY TO RUN STRIPS THAT MIGHT
INTEREST THE 'MASTERPIECE THEATRE'/'I REALLY LIKE SCHOOL'
KIND OF CROWD, AS WELI. AS THE YOUR ASS IS SHOWING'/'l ATE
CHILI AND BEANS TONIGHT' KIND OF CROWD, HENCE BITING
HUMOR, DESCRIBED BY THE VENERABLE KRIS HEALEY AS
'DELIGHTFUL, YET UNREFINED..,KINDA' LIKE HOOTERS!"
"HERE'S THE SKINNY: IN 9 OUT OF 10 CASES, STEPHEN WINSLOW
DOESN'T EVEN KNOW YOU, SO HE DIDN'T MEAN ANY PERSONAL
OFFENSE. 50 1..ET THE 'ASS-SHOWING' CROWD HAVE THEIR FUN
AND FOREGO THE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. TAP'
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Grimm exudes confidence and diversity
By Michael Achilles
Circulation Manager
With only his dark blue sunburst guitar, his clean voice and
bottle of UMaine water, David
Grimm provided entertainment
for a solid two hours.
While only having played guitar for three years, he has certainly progressed quite a lot and
learned a diverse group of songs,
which he pointed out at times by
stating, "let the randomness continue."
Grimm not only had a great
contrast of groups but within each
song he had a noticeable contrast
of loud and soft sections. His
voice stayed strong throughout,
though at times pushing it to its
limits, which was met well by the
audience. Having a drink between
each song and wiping the sweat
from his forehead, he'd give a
humble nod and proceed to the
next song.
The majority of his performance was cover songs and he covered the last thirty years of music
pretty well-if you don't count the
80's-with groups ranging from
Sublime to Neil Young, Garth
Brooks to the Chili Peppers.
Amongst these and a slew of
Dave Matthews Band songs, were
a few originals.
These David Grimm songs
were heartfelt, and the guitar
playing was difficult to sing with,
making them just as enjoyable as
the cover songs.
Playing music by at least 15
groups and singers, Grimm made
room to play six DMB songs. The

David Grimm plays guitar and sings during Tuesday night's Java Jive music series presentation. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.
most outstanding of which were
off the band's first album
"remember two things," including the incredible "I'll Back you
Up" and "The Christmas Song."
The only thing that took away
from his act was performing
DMB songs both difficult to play

and sing alone, like "Ants
Marching," "Jimi Thing" and
"Satellite." But he pulled them
off well enough with an entertaining style.
At one point in the showAi
chorus of people could be heard,
all singing in a closed room

across the hall. Somebody yelled
"Play something loud!" David
thought for a second and said "I
only know slow love ballads" in
a joking manner, though the
digjority of the night did include
slow songs. Then he broke into
an upbeat version of "Faith" by

Matt's obscure 'man movie' review
a cold-blooded killer.
Unfortunately, initial action
is limited to mass destruction
of produce and pastries; but
In this age of "The Man
the movie heats up when
the
and
everShow," "XFL,"
and his hostage stop at
Santee
Wrestling
World
popular
motel for a little showlocal
a
Federation, many people believe
action.
er
the world is saturated with
With an intense blood
"man-media;" I however, do not
shootout involving
splattering
agree with the cynics. So, in my
placed weapons,
conveniently
infinite wisdom I have created
from
guest
appearance
a
something the men of the
"Austin
of
Task
—Random
University of Maine have long
Powers" fame and the notoriawaited: Matt's Obscure Man
ous "almost sex scene," hot
Movie Review.
and heavy action doesn't get
Yes I have done the impossiany better than this.
ble, I have skipped the "new
Dolph Lundgren owns the
release" sections, and found
screen in this heart pounding
those films which have escaped
popular culture; films filled superstar, Dolph Lundgren (Alfonso) and takes off across phallic festival, with such one
with testosterone, guns, explo- ("Universal Solider"), and small the desert in a high-speed race liners like: "Is there an off
sions, cars and most important, screen icons, Kristian Alfonso for his life. Six thousand switch to your mouth," and "I
("Days of Our Lives") and square miles of sand and never said I was running for
nudity.
obvious the
containing
George Segal ("Just Shoot Me.") dozens of turbo-charged super Pope," it's
Although movies
the screening
missed
Academy
bloody,
a
for
set
stage
cars
the
from
dozen,
a
action
dime
It's high-caliber
all these are a
One."
of
"Army
for
with
showdown
bullet-riddled
or
when Wellman
start , to finish
many people have never seen
.$0641i46654:40
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By Matthew Kennedy
For The Maine Campus

heard of most of them. Well
these films have gone unnoticed
long enough, it is with great
pleasure I introduce the first
man o'rama to be pulled from
the depths of anonymity:"Army
of One!"
The film stars international

Santee (Lundgren) goes gunning for his money and running
for his life after his partner is
killed during a botched heist.
Sensational stunts and spectacular special effects push the
action to the limit as he captures a beautiful hostage

"So, in my infinite wisdom I have created something the men of the University
of Maine have long awaited: Matt's
Obscure Man Movie Review."

George Michael, met with
applause and a little laughter,
being the only fast loud song he
knew.
His singing was very clean
See GRIMM on page 12

MPAC
continues
film series
By Kate Milligan
For The Maine Campus

Forget Hoyt's or Spotlight
Cinemas. Do you want to know
where you can see a free movie
every Thursday evening? Just
venture over to 100 Neville Hall
at 7 p.m.
For the past twenty years, the
Maine Peace Action Committee
has been sponsoring the Peace
and Justice Film Series at the
University of Maine every spring
semester. Students gather to
watch films about different issues
that impact society and are given
the opportunity to ask questions
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Webskiing almost an alternative Suggestions for snow
day diversions, fun
By Amanda Hebert
Assistant News Editor

On a day like yesterday, I
found myself staring longingly
out the window of Chadbourne
Hall, wishing I was at the top of
some mountain making tracks in
perfect powder. Sadly, the closest
thing I could come to was the Ski
Maine Web site at www.skimaine.com.
This site is white. I mean glaringly White. But that makes
sense, it is all about skiing. Snow
is white, so why not have a Web
page dedicated to the sport the
same color as virgin powder
falling outside my window?
There is a full service menu on
the site's home page, with conditions near the top of the list. I

wanted to know how much fun
my ski bum friends were having
while I was at work, so the ski
conditions were my first stop.
The site offers updates for
every mountain and mole hill in
the state of Maine, current to the
day. There is general information
about each mountain such as surface conditions (powder and
packed powder), open terrain (all
near 100 percent) and 24 hour
snowfall(a lot). There is a link to
more detailed information for
each ski area. Of course, I had to
visit the page for the queen ski
mountain
in
Maine,
Sugarloaf/USA. Sorry Sunday
River fans.
The only problem with this
site so far is the microscopic writing. I have to press my nose to
the screen to find out that the

mountain is 100 percent open,
including glades and snowfields.
While I am not a "knuckle dragger" it looks like the snowboard
park is in pretty good shape too.
The site also offers updates on the
cross country skiing and tubing
conditions.
Each mountain is profiled in
detail with information on the
size and snowmaking capabilities
of the ski area. The number of
trails and the difficulty of the terrain is well documented, as are
the types of lifts.
This is an extremely user
friendly site. All of the aforementioned information is on one
page, so not even I can't get lost.
It also contains ticket, rental and
See WEB REVIEW on page 12

By Julia Ficul
For The Maine Campus
Isn't life grand? Just when I
thought the snow day was lost forever in the long forgotten pre-university world, I find myself sitting
in my pj.'s at 10 Tuesday morning
not worrying about getting to
class. I have forgotten what class
is. All I know is that today I have
a day off and it's oh so sweet.
So what am I going to do with
myself all day? Even if I wanted
to do homework(how sick would
that be?) I've already got it all
done - because mom always said
if you don't do your homework
the snow won't come. I have

nowhere to be today, and my lecture later on has been postponed.
Though it's been awhile since I
have experienced a real snow day
and never expected one to occur
at the University of Maine, I can
still recall vaguely the activities
that make a snow day great.
First of all, sleep in. I know
that telling a college student to
sleep in is like telling someone to
breathe, but [just wanted to reinforce the wonderful world of
waking up hours later than usual.
It's a world that we have all come
to know and love.
Got a love of the outdoors? Go
Si. SNOW DAY on page 12

Dear Gina,
Commitment scares the hell out of me!The significant relationships that I have had can't seem to last and 1 begin to feel smothered and can't tight the urge to run. However,throughout
the
past two years, while relationships have come and gone, there hris..been one guy I can't get out of my mind. When #,e,cgstrnet we tried to get together, hut at the time he felt he
couldn't give a
relationship the attention and effort it deserved. We went our sept.OtNyok., but I have not forgotten him. I bump int4,wiii*casionally on campus and have heard that he is now in
a relation,
ship. My problem is, do I tell him how 1 feel or let it go and riskink. ,4040g him again after his graduation in Nwt.0
.00kthat this might be my one chance at a person I could be happy with
and committed to long term. What if he's the one and I let hi pass
From, To Commit or not to commit
Dear "lb Commit or not to
commit,"
Okay, first of all you need to
figure out why commitment freaks
you out so much that instead of facing and jumping relationships possible hurdles, you opt for the 100yard dash. Did you have a bad
experience in the past or have you
seen someone else go though a
tough time-maybe even your parents? Or it could be much simpler
than that. Maybe your insecurities
exist because of this mystery guy
you can't get out of your head.
From what you wrote it seems
like you and the mystery man
hooked up, but once he found out
you wanted more he blew you off.
Sounds like most typical college
freshmen to me. They want to
have all the fun but no responsibility. At least he was honest
about not being able to give a

relationship "attention'-1.4: ,,,,,,,
"effort." Weekend party hi*
seemed to he all he could ha.
Since you've had relatkont.
ships over these past two yeritt*
but still seeriit6li'Caught up nit
him he obviously has made his
mark. However, does his appeal
lie in the fact he is a nice guy or
because he didn't commit? Is this
attraction based on the challenge
to get him back? These questions
need to bewriously. pondered
before 4004any
Ifift.liffiAtery man is eVe*Ythinti,;i4t,1*** dreamed of and
will give
'happily ever
al(r than let's continue,
if
th*i46.441004t win**0.*:.:04
and getting
tro6Weikitforget 'abOktptt.:;:'".:
Yo s*d you thoti:hog.i mAp.
rently in i. ti*I4tionshIp.;,:iiriell'YOur
first step is to find out if that's true

not. If yq0i#4.144*.ttkipasi.than eu you of him 1tud see if you two
must kritf*****ktc,nds .;,p,alt10,9.t.,44,psch up. The first
4.1east wiiiietik1400jitt: If kitiiiiiitOrtiiiO3*** easiest and
'Ottjust happen to randomly hump less obvious approach.
itito!;;fiorrieotte.,:bc's close 141 feel
Once ycki)100;i:hitti face to
lice to Chitchat and slip in how's face try to relax and jiist talk to
he doing? And I heard he's got a him like one of your pals. I know
girl, etceteras. Or you might even this will be tough to do with your
see the new chic in your mystery tonguetied in knots, and your heart
man's life. The second could sting, pumping, but you got to do it.
but at least you'll know for sure.
Don't rush into how you feel, ask
Once you find the answer you him what he's been up to and even
must:...locide whether you still ask about his girl. This can lead
your feelings. I into you bringing up how you two
want to
say honesty the way to go; how- once had something and how it's
ever a buffered version is some- funny that he's finally matured
tittle0.1,10.:!*st. lt;ii3
, O***,.nilabtOoilijiongh to hinika(0.:#i'reit419.1.10.:
thait.,:t0...0.): the straight truth of
s is whew things 1#00004s,
know that you always wished
yourieOtions, hut if he's.takerk;.i....]
be a little more c
could have had.a **tid
don
approach.
Take the trie4ty
BitmOitititilim at oneof his hart
to talk
it than4ii,hot
9!-44vcm144t1 him a note that ytm
heard/saw something that remind- it. Blow onto a new subject and let

;4ou
4-flet.h ,ANO
olYl'
it iO
tf!et,
thw.'.2::„,
oo

him think about what you just said.
Now the weight has been lifted from your chest and be knows
how you feel. If he shares the
same feelings he'll let you know.
Remember, even if he doesn't
share your feelings about a relationship, it doesn't mean you
have to erase him from your
memory or life. Keeping a friendship is better than loosing him
altogether. And who knows, if
him and his girl break up, you'll
still be around and you never
know what will happen.
So, chill out and keep some
type of connection with him,
even if it is not the one you
desire. Just because he is gradualing in May, it doesn't mean he's
falling off the face of the earth.
As we all know, there is definitely a world outside of UMaine,
Gina

I open my column to all students,faculty and staff Please email me on first class[Gina Valenzuelal or write the Maine Campus Style section with your own questions Jr me,
or your advice for this week's letter Next Wednesday I will post a few of your comments. Feelfree to agree or disagree with any of my advice. In fact, I welcome it, because my
readers need all different types of suggestions to their problems.

Use your head...
... 1 ways wear a cc.ncIcrrt.
The Matirse Catsiwassi —

Come in and join us for Full Moon
Madness this coming Thursday,
February 8. We will be having drink
specials and prize giveaways. You
don't want to miss the chance to win
a free MCCAW)A R 16 I
IT'S MEX TO THE MAXI

down to
and come one great
studtes
those
only get
k from 3ade. /ou'll notyour
lake a brea
Oriental
$1.00 ott
13'
anger s
also getpresent
you'll
night out, when you
dinner Outlet student ID.
your UMaine
toe
only. United
For dine-in be used with
otter Cannot
discount.
any othet

probleral
140 car? No
akso detivetS
The Jade
take-out menu,
oil our 947-6969,
Just call

Oriental Jade • Bangor Mall Blvd., Next to the Cinemas
90•6969 • www.orientaliadexom
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Opera to hit MCA Thursday
By Nathan Dore
For The Maine Campus

for family viewing, and the bourgeois protagonists and naturalistic
style angered many of the more
Bull fights, underground conservative opera purists of the
smugglers, promiscuous gypsies period.
and fights will grace the stage
Subsequently,
however,
when The Maine Center for the "Carmen" has gone on to become
Arts hosts the London City Opera the world's most-produced opera,
Thursday night, Feb. 8.
and was the impetus for a division
Georges Bizet's "Carmen" of style within the operatic world
will be the only opera on MCA's that would never be breached.
schedule this season.
"Carmen's" plot deals with midFirst produced in 1875, dle class characters and handles
"Carmen" was the first major real emotion, connecting more
opera to employ naturalistic act- viscerally to its audience. The
ing and thematic content to opera treats emotion as a complex
engage the audience. Produced in and evocative entity rather than
Paris at the Opera Comique, it was stylizing it past the point of recoga complete flop. The opera nition in deference to form.
proved too "vulgar" at that point
The London City Opera has

MPAC

just come off a critically
acclaimed run of Strauss' "Die
Fledermaus." They are considered one of the world's best touring opera companies.
Brooke Plourde, a sophomore
French major, anticipates a terrific show. "I've been a big fan of
opera since junior high," she said.
"I've seen 'Carmen' on television
but I'm really looking forward to
seeing it on stage."
Tickets are still available at the
Maine Center for the Arts. Students
who have not used the free tickets
to the MCA afforded them through
the activity fee are encouraged to
come view a high-quality professional operatic production—a rarity
in northern Maine.
from page 10

or express their own views at the
end of the film during a facilitated discussion.
The MPAC was founded in
1974, and is one of the oldest, student-based peace and justice
groups in the United States. The
group primarily consists of
University of Maine students, but
faculty and other members of the
community are welcome and
encouraged to participate.
The focus of the group is to
educate the community on key
peace and justice issues, and to
take an active stand to make a difference. The group works with a
variety of topics, including concerns of violence, war, peace,
human rights, injustice, class,

Wednesday, February 7, 2001

Snow day
cross-country skiing. It's a fun
way to pass the time, it's great
exercise, plus those thin skis will
get you anywhere in this mess!
For those of you motivated
enough to shovel out your cars and
brave the slushy roads- don't forget
that Tuesday's are dollar days at
the Spotlight Cinema. Yesterday's
day off was a perfect opportunity
to see a flick (if you were daring
enough to drive that is).
Not really in the mood to go out?
A Snow day is a perfect opportunity
to veg out in front of the TV and just
relax. Plus, you'll be able to see that
movie on the ROC channel that you
keep missing (the damn rotation
never seems to work out for you).
Grab your friends and make
use of all this snow—have a snow
ball fight! Make a snowman! Go
sledding! Remember how it felt
being small and playing for hours
in the snow? You're never too old

gender, race oppression and envi- advisor for the group and an
ronmental destruction.
active member.
In the past, the MPAC has
The Peace and Justice Film
been influential at the University Series has been popular, drawing
of Maine by "getting the univer- over 80 students to the showing and original. He didn't seem
sity and the university system to of"Hearts and Minds" Thursday, affected by different artist's voicdivest millions of dollars from the first film of the semester.
es like most singers, but instead
corporations and banks investing
The next film of the series will just sang each song like it was his
in racist apartheid South Africa, be held on Feb. 8, and is called own. He played Tom Petty, Pearl
exposing the presence of the CIA "Global Village or Global Jam and Garth Brooks without
on campus, taking leadership on Pillage." It describes how the sounding high, strained or goofy,
anti-nuclear arms campaigns, global economy provides bene- respectively. Amazingly, he did
and educating the university fits for those of wealth and power three Neil Young songs, which
committee about the struggles in and how it impacts the rest of the were great, and didn't sing like a
Central America and other parts world.
dying cat.
of the world," said Douglas
Other films to be shown this
Surprises of the show
Allen, professor and chairperson semester include "El Norte," "Sy included "Riders on the
of the department of philosophy. Rotter: Stories and Issue of Moral Storm," by the Doors and
Allen is also one of the founding Courage," and "Is Feminism "Loving in the Morning Light,"
members of MPAC, the faculty Dead?"
by G Love and Special Sauce.

from page 11
to have fun, so go for it!
Call your friends at other universities that are having school
and laugh—a lot! Maybe they're
not stuck in `themiddleofnowhete,
Maine,' but you're getting a
cheaper in-state deal AND a day
off from school. Life is good.
When the snow falls and covers
the campus like a blanket, we get a
chance to live out the eternal dream
of students everywhere. No
School. Two little words that put a
smile on your face and give you a
warm snuggly feeling inside. All of
a sudden, when school is canceled
and all responsibilities are forgotten, the world becomes your oyster
and you can do whatever you want
for the rest of the day. You really
don't need a list of suggestions,just
a little imagination and some
friends to share the day with. I
hope you enjoyed Tuesday's snow
day as much as I did.

Grimm

from page 10
The former was requested again
as the encore, and everyone
couldn't help but stick around
and listen to it once more.
He also played "Meet
Virginia" by Train, "Fire and
Rain" by James Taylor and
"Elizabeth" by Counting Crows.
David Grimm did an amazing
thing by keeping that many people entertained with such mellow
and laid back songs. But he
played them all with comfort and
kept everyone's attention with his
creative originals, and some of
his and our favorite songs.

The University of Maine Announces

SPECIAL COURSE OFFERING
GLOBALIZATION:
The Dinomic Effects on Governments,
Corporations,and Societies
offered in conjunction with the 14th Camden Conference
on Foreign Affairs(February 9-11,2001)
Students uvill participate in Camden Conference
on foreign Policy,February 9-11,,2001

Class Meets:

A J-CvcdCourcOt1crcd tiy.
CI TH4 1:1411VrTV

MANE
In canabaration with
The Camden Conference
The Camden Public Library
The Hutchinson Center

February9- Camden Public Library 2-5 p.m.
February9-Camden Opera House8 p.m.
February 10-Camden Opera House 830a.m.
February 11 -Camden Opera House9a.m.
March 3- Caindera Public Librctry 10 a.m.
April1- Hutchinson Center,Betfast 9a.m.
April 28- D.P.Corbett Hall, Orono9a.m.
Call 581-3144 TO REGISTER FOR
INT483,POS 359,or SOC 340
Continuing Education Division
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Yale

from page 14

Yale sports nut put it, "Football and
men's hockey are the only things
that unite this campus."
But, according to Shulman and
Bowen, this defense of collegiate
athletics is just one of the many
"myths"that need to be re-evaluated.
The two are armed with facts
and figures from a restrictedaccess database compiled over
the last 50 years by the Mellon
Foundation that provide insight
into every possible facet of life at
30 of the most-selective colleges
and universities in the nation,
Yale,
Princeton,
including
Williams and Georgetown.
Shulman and Bowen claim that
their data show that athletics actually divide, not unite, a campus. By
recruiting a large number of athletes, schools such as Yale have created a new "jock culture" that
defines itself in opposition to the
rest of the school. Whereas the ideal
of a liberal arts education is to bring
together people from diverse backgrounds, athletes tend to be from
homogenous backgrounds and once
in college, tend to play together, live
together and eat together.
Shulman and Bowen label this
phenomenon "bunching." Both
socially and academically, athletes
spend a higher percentage of their
time with other athletes than any
other exclusive group. The average
intercollegiate athlete spent 19.3
hours per week with his primary
group of friends, whereas theater
students, the next most exclusive

group, spent a mere 8.56 hours per
week inter alia. This divide is in
part shaped by the fact that athletes
tend to underperform academically in comparison to their peers.
At the 30 schools,72 percent of
high-profile male athletes (those
who play football, basketball, or
hockey) are in the bottom third of
the class, and 49 percent of lowprofile male Athletes (golfers, tennis players for example) are in the
bottom third as well. As a result,
athletes not only feel separated
from the rest of the student body,
but also from the faculty and larger
university community. Forty-eight
percent of students at Ivy League
schools feel they need a faculty
mentor, whereas only 26 percent of
athletes feel the same way.
In other words, if athletes
travel in packs from the fields to
Zeta Psi to American military
history class, is that the kind of
unity Yale should strive for?
Yale president Richard Levin
claims the "bunching effect" and
the differentials shown in that
book are less applicable to Yale.
"I'm pretty certain that the
gaps aren't as wide. I'm not
acknowledging that there is a
problem at Yale," he said. "A lot
of the problematic tendencies of
athletes not feeling at home in a
university are not as big of a problem at Yale than at other institutions. I know that to be the case
from discussions with the authors
and actually also from earlier

papers that compared Amherst,
Columbia, Princeton and Yale."
At Yale, the debate seems to be
brewing. While numerous officials
at the athletic department, including Director of Athletics Tom
Beckett, refused to comment, others in the community seemed anxious to express their views. One
student supporter of athletics said
"getting rid of athletics would make
this a school I wouldn't want to
attend." On the other hand,one professor, who asked to remain anonymous, commented, "Should Yale
get rid of athletics? In a heartbeat.
Where's the petition? Sign me up."
And one Yale alumnus read about
the book in the New Yorker and
was "deeply disturbed. I saw some
of their statistics in the article, and I
was shocked by the emphasis Yale
is putting on sports."
For the time being at least, no
plans exist for re-evaluating
Yale's commitment to athletics.
Shaw, Levin and Dean of Yale
College Richard Brodhead all
called the book "interesting," and
Levin felt that "the book is definitely worthy of consideration."
As Associate Dean of Yale
Laurans
College, Penelope
summed up,"I have no idea what
this study will do or even if it will
have any effect at all. To the
degree that it raises interesting
questions, whether or not we
agree with it, it should be valued.
Only timid people are fearful of
introspection and questioning."

Women's hockey
that he didn't think that her being
out was a major factor in the
team's losses.
For this weekend, when
Maine will play two important
home games with Niagara,
Filighera is toying with changing one of the line combinations
that he used this past weekend.
considering
moving
"I'm
(Nicole) Munro up to center
Jarin (Sjogren) and Cailee
(Heggestad)," he said. "That
will allow (Jamie) Hill to go
back and play with (Cindy)

Biron and (Esther) Granville,
like she was before. That would
leave us with pretty much all the
lines in tact, except for Raffi
being out."
Maine will be playing the
team that currently holds the last
playoff spot in the ECAC in
Niagara for two games this weekend. Filighera believes that if his
team plays to their capabilities'!"
they will win. "We'll have to
find a way to score. They have,
probably, the best goalie in the
league (Tania PineIli)," he said.

Clonified Ild Dealt
(you can't refuse)

"I think that we may need to
sweep the series to make the
playoffs," Filighera said. "If we
don't, it's going to be difficult for
us to get that spot."
The games will be played on
Friday night at 7 p.m. and
Saturday afternoon at 3 p.m. at
Alfond Arena.
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M Club

from page 16

to fund the new softball field as
well.
Thomas is the president of the
Friends of Maine Hockey, in
addition to helping the team
design and update its Web site.
Thomas is also responsible for
the Center Ice Club for the men's
hockey team.
In 17 years as the Maine men's
hockey coach, Walsh's accomplishments include two national
titles, a second place finish in the
Frozen Four and 10 national playoff appearances. Walsh has also
coached 32 NHL players, 28 AllAmericans, 10 Olympians and
two Hobey Baker winners.
The M Club helps with special
requests such as a new sound sys-

tern for the weight room and skate
sharpening equipment at Alfond
Arena.
"We continue to do the same
things every year," Daly said.
The club also helps athletic teams
pay for banquets and fulfills other
requests that the athletic department cannot accommodate. The
club also provides assistance to
student-athletes through scholarships and supports other events
such as the University of Maine
Sports Hall of Fame induction
ceremonies.
These four new members join
the other 288 people inducted as
honorary members to the M
Club, which has been in existence since 1908.

Sports column

from page 16

of veteran coaches, so what's
the difference if he gets an
interview or not. Dungy was
way off the mark with that comment. How can you fault these
hiring
for
teams
Schottenheimer-type guys or
proven college coaches?
Winning a championship in
professional sports is taken more

seriously than ever these days.
It's a multi-million dollar ordeal.
The idea that race plays a part in
hiring a coach is a naive, 1950s
way of thinking. It's winning at
all costs these days. The potential coach who owners think can
bring the team to the promised
land will get the job, no matter
what color.
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Help Wanted

Gay/Les/B1/Trans/Questio Summer Day Camp staff
ning: Coffee Talk *207 openings. Camp Beech Cliff
Little Hall* Every Tuesday on MDI need lifeguards,
7:00-8:30pm.
boating/sailing instructors,
challenge course facilitators, will train or pay for cerTravel
tifications needed. Some
staff housing w/ beginings
#1
Spring
Break salary
S275/wk.
of
Vacations! Best Prices Psychology and education
Guaranteed!
Cancun, majors can earn college
Jamaica, Bahamas & credits. Email camobeechFlorida. Sell Trips. Earn cliff@acadia.net
cash & Go Free! Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800Positions avail for persons
234-7007. endlesssuminterested in working w/kids
mertours.com
w/special needs. Flexible
hours & complete training
provided. Please send
For Rent
to
PROTEA
resume
Behavioral
Health
Services
Now leasing 12345Bedroom
Apts for Fall Semester 2001. Box399 Stillwater, ME 04489
Call Intown Management Call 992-7010 fax 992-7011.
#866-5690.
500
Summer
Camp
PositionsNortheast 1-800Available immdly: Heater
443-6428
or
www.summer2BRS pvt entrance, walking
distance to UMO. Tel. 866- campempi oy me nt.com
2816.
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Book analyzes mix between
Athlete cJglayi Week
athletics, studies in college
By Geoffrey Chepiga
The Yale Herald
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (UWIRE) - There is a spectre haunting Yale's athletic department, and
it comes in the form of a scholarly,
erudite new book — "The Game
of Life: College Sports and
Educational Values" by James L.
Shulman and President Emeritus
of Princeton William G. Bowen.
Last week in the Chronicle of
Higher Education, Bowen gave
the best possible brief summary of
the book's complicated and subtle
thesis: "Say you're an admissions
officer," he said, "and you have
two applications from tennis players with the same SAT score. One
says, 'Tennis is my life — this is
it.' The other says, 'I love to play
tennis, it's a great sport, but this
college has a great philosophy
program, and I want to major in
philosophy.— Bowen suggested

that the coach, and presumably
the admissions officer, are going
to choose the first player, "But,"
Bowen continued, "I would argue
student B is the one you want."
Bowen's claim is not radical,
yet when applied concretely to a
school like Yale that might value
its philosophy department over
its tennis team, it leads to bigger
questions, such as why have a
tennis team, or admit a squash
player over a cellist who scored
200 points higher on the SATs?
"These are questions that provoke a lot of editorializing and a
lot of anger, but very few hard
facts," Shulman said. "That's the
gap we tried to fill."
Rather than provoke knee-jerk
reactions and unfounded claims,
Shulman and Bowen are trying to
open a constructive debate about
the role of intercollegiate athletics at selective schools.
"We hope," Shulman and

Bowen wrote, "that the findings
will encourage more open and
candid discussion of a subject
that is often pushed aside, dealt
with in a limited way, deferred
for consideration to another day,
or simply declared off limits."
Let the conversation begin.
The relationship between colleges and athletic departments
started in 1852 when crews from
Yale and Harvard met in the first
intercollegiate athletic event.
Today the Yale athletic department oversees 33 sports, 798 athletes, and operates on a budget of
over $10 million. The reasons for
the evolution are manifold, twisted and tangled deep into the history of the university and the
country as a whole.
One popular current justification for such a large athletic expenditure is, as one self-proclaimed
See YALE on page 13
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Month,
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"Reconciliation of
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The Journey to
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101 Neville Hall
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Ernest has tallied 14 double doubles this season,
good for second in the
nation and the America East
lead. Ernest also ranks
ninth in the country for single-game rebounds for her
performance against New
Hampshire. She posted 21
boards in the Jan. 14 game.

Ernest has been named
America East Rookie of the
Week five out of the last six
weeks, including the last
four straight.
"She's a young lady that's
an incredibly hard worker, .
she'll do whatever is asked of
her," women's head coach
Sharon Versyp said.

Rec sports 3-point
contest, other news
By Nicole Goulet
Rec Sports Reporter

Residential Hall that has the
largest participation will win a
cash prize and a trophy.
Scott Davis, Steve Ford, Matt Competition is based solely on
Reynolds, Dan Robinson, Bill participation and not performFord, Ed Regan, Jeremy Thombs, ance. For more information,
and Jay Corbin qualified for the please contact your R.A., R.D. or
second round of the 3-point shot the Rec Sports office. Separate
contest. Those shooters qualified applications for broomball, vollast Thursday, Feb. 1 in the first leyball and sled races are in the
round. The top eight shooters Rec Sports office.
qualified for the second round
The Bench Press Contest will
which will take place on take place on Tuesday, Feb. 27 at
Thursday, Feb. 15 at 6 p.m. Good 6:30 p.m. It will be held at the
Luck. The first round of the Latti Fitness Center. It is free
Women's 3-point shot contest for all UMaine faculty, staff and
will also take place on Thursday, students. There will be a $2
Feb. 15 at 6 p.m.
charge for non-university particWinter Carnival takes place ipants. This is an all points
Feb. 12-18. The Residential Life events for the fraternities and
competition will be made up of dormitories (you must have two
five activities. The activities are a from an organization to make up
scavenger hunt, sled races, a team). Individuals are welbroomball, volleyball and a blood come.
Register at the
drive. Each person giving blood Recreational Sports office at 140
will count as two points. The Memorial Gym.
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One of the country's most respected voices on issues of
African-American history and culture, intercultural relations and
racism, Mr. Glover is the Executive Director of Multicultural
Education for the Dallas Public Schools. Previously he worked
as the Director of Intercultural Education at Southern Methodist
University. Mr. Glover was one of the keynote speakers at
UMaine on April 7, 2000, during the Diversity EduCardh:—Tlace
and Ethnicity Conference.

Free and open to the public. For more information, call Peace Studies at 581-2609 or
Multicultural Programs at 581-1425.

Oklahoma State wins
first game after crash
By Scott Fontaine
The Maneater
COLUMBIA, Mo. (UWIRE) - With three seconds left
in the game, Kareem Rush's
inbound pass sailed into the
hands of an Oklahoma State
opponent and all hopes of a
Tiger victory vanished Monday
night as the Cowboys ran down
the clock and took the game by
a score of 69-66.
Oklahoma State, playing in
its first game since the Jan. 27
plane crash that killed eight
people involved with its program, played in front of a
packed arena.
Emotions ran high as players
managed to hit the key points
down the stretch. In the last 10
minutes of the game, the
Cowboys hit 11 of their last 16
foul shots and matched almost

all of the Tigers' points to hold
off MU.
With a little more than a
minute to go, the Cowboys'
Maurice Baker went to the line
twice and sank all four free
throws to keep Oklahoma State
on top. Rush, who finished the
night with 21 points, missed a
critical shot with 10 seconds left
on the clock.
There seemed to be hope after
Oklahoma
State's
Melvin
Sanders missed two foul shots
with eight seconds left in the
game. Five seconds later, Rush
was standing on the sideline,
watching an Oklahoma State
player intercept the pass and take
the game.
The Tigers are now 14-7 overall
and 5-3 in Big 12 play. They are
slated to play Wednesday against
Kansas State at the Hearnes
Center. Tip-off is set for 7 p.m.
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Maine's defensive lines hold down the fort
By Jim Leonard

Men's Hockey Reporter
For the University of Maine
the 2000-2001 season has been, at
times, a test of will. The Black
Bears have dealt with more than
their share of distractions and
injuries. Add to this the frustrating presence of a season-long
offensive slump and the picture
seems bleak.
Yet Maine comes into this
weekend at 10-9-6 overall, 5-64 in conference. Granted these
are unBearlike numbers, but
considering the above mentioned circumstances and the
young players making up roughly half the club, the current
record becomes a testimony to
the team's fighting spirit.
Statistically, the Black Bears
are in the middle of the pack in
Hockey East offense. So how
have they been able to hold the
fort without scoring?
"Certainly our defensive unit
has been our backbone," said
head coach Shawn Walsh. "It's
led by our goaltending with
Matt Yeats and his consistency.
Our defensemen are experienced and have good size. Our
defense has allowed us to be
above .500, even though we
aren't scoring."
Coming into last weekend's
Boston College series Maine was
at the top of the conference in
team defense and ranked fourth
nationally.
"It's the key to our team,"
Black Bear co-captain Doug
Janik said. "We have to approach
each game from a defense-first
standpoint."
Yeats, who boasts a 2.39 goals
against average, says Maine's
system is what helps him thrive.
"We have the type of defenseman that play physically," Yeats
said. "They keep people off me,
which allows me to see the shots.
They're also good about clearing
any rebounds I might leave."
The Black Bears utilize a
unique combination along the
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Maine head coach Shawn Walsh gathers his troops on the bench. CAMPUS PHOTO By Scorr SHELTON.
blueline. "We've got a blend,"
Walsh said. "Peter Metcalf and
Francis Nault are offensive
defensemen and we've got a
couple of defensive defensmen
in (A.J.) Begg and (Cliff) Loya.
Janik and (Eric) Turgeon are
guys who can give you a little
bit of both."
For Begg, the only senior on
the Black Bear blueline corps, it
comes down to knowing your
role.
"I'm under no illusions," Begg
said. "I'm out there to play
defense. I have to play physically and that means making 10 or
15 hits a game. Everybody on
this team has a part to play in our
defensive system. When we're
doing our jobs, we usually play
well."
"It's a team game," added
Janik. "Everyone has to work
hard defensively for our team to
be successful. That's especially
P
true this year."
Metcalf says that Maine needs
to use its defense as a catalyst for
offensive opportunities.
"Great defense creates good

offense," Metcalf said. "It gets
the forwards coming back with
speed and when you have that,
you can catch the other team's
defense flat-footed."
Though considered an offensive defenseman, Metcalf is
known for his propensity to block
shots by any means necessary.
"I like to compete," explained
Metcalf. "There's nothing that
disappoints me more than having a goal scored when I'm on
the ice. So I do what's necessary
to prevent that. Sometimes, it
leads to an opportunity for us the
other Way."
Lost amongst the offensive
angst this season has been a
couple of pleasant surprises
along the blueline.
Eric
Turgeon has played himself into
a regular role and freshman
Francis Nault has provided a
spark both ways.
Eric's really stepped up his
dame," Begg said. "He plays
physically and plays hurt. He
doesn't make a lot of mistakes
and plays his man well."
In 17 games, Nault has

scored two goals and added
seven helpers to give the Black
Bears some needed scoring
punch from the point. He's also
been solid defensively, learning
from his early mistakes and
possessing a plus eight, plusminus rating, good for first on
the team.
"Francis is really playing
well," Metcalf said. "That plus
eight speaks for itself. He
looks small but he plays big and
he can hit."
In spite of the stellar play of
the defensemen this season,
Yeats is quick to remind that the
numbers wouldn't be possible
without a commitment from the
forwards.
"Those forwards are a big
key," Yeats said.
"The
backcheck shuts down the second chance opportunities."
Black Bear forward Kevin
Clauson, a converted defenseman, highlights the importance
of the backcheck.
"We need to cover the guys
away from the puck," Clauson
said. "That allows the defensemen to concentrate on the
puckcarrier. It's very important.
The harder you
backcheck the better transition
you get. You can turnover
pucks and have things go the

other way."
As the season winds down,
Maine faces nine very important conference games on the
road to the playoffs. To one
man, they are clear on the role
their defense will play in the
eventual success.
"If we play well defensively,"
Metcalf says,"we can shut down
anyone. Even with our scoring
problems, if we hold a team to
one or two goals, we have a good
chance to win."
"Down the stretch it's going
to be important for everyone to
play great 'D'," Clauson said.
"We can feed off that and get
scoring chances."
"We don't score a lot," Walsh
said. "Our ability to stay in
games is due to our defense and
their communication. How far
we go will be determined by our
ability to stay effective defensively."
Janik sums up the mindset of
the Black Bears as they enter the
latter stages of the playoff run.
"Our team is defined by our
defensive play," Janik said.
"Everything we do begins and
ends with a defensive approach.
We've been able to feed off that
in games and if we can do that
consistently the rest of the season, we should be fine."

GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS
AVAILABLE UP TO
IAMBS MADISON
DIZIYO•t111.
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$24,000

College seniors and graduates who are
interested in becoming secondary school teachers
of American history, American
government, or social studies may apply.
Fellowships pay tuition, fees, books, and room
and board toward master's degrees.
For information and applications call:

James Madison Fellowships

1-800-525-6928
email: recogprogOactorg
or visit our website
Maine's Kevin Clauson celebrates against New Hampshire last Sunday. Clauson got an assist on
defenseman Peter Metcalf's game-winning goal. CAMPUS PHOTO By Scorr SHELTON
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M Club adds honorary members

John Contreraz

By John Contreraz
Sports Editor

Hiring not
predicated
on race

The University of Maine's M
Club recently inducted four new
honorary members. Elanna Clark
Farnham, Mike Kessock, Bob
Thomas and Shawn Walsh were
honored for their contributions to
the Maine athletic department.
"We usually have a pretty
large pool from which we work,"
Nonni Daly said, chair of the
committee that selects the honorary members."We try to be as
selective as possible."
Administrators within the
department, head coaches and
current members nominate people to be considered for the honorary M Club membership. Then
the committee makes the annual
decision of whom to elect.
"Honorary status is voted to
those who have distinguished
themselves by their devotion and
service to the athletics programs
at the University of Maine," an M
Club brochure says.
The M Club is made up of letter
winners and honorary members
who assist the athletic teams on
campus where the athletic department cannot accommodate them.
Farnham has been active with

Minorities aren't abundant in
coaching or higher offices in the
NFL. It's been a sore spot in the
league for years. Hiring of
minorities is encouraged, which
is a great policy to help their
advancement in professional
sports. After the Buffalo Bills
hired Gregg Williams as their
new head coach, the race card
showed its ugly head.
Marvin Lewis, who engineered the Ravens' record-setting
baseFrom left to right: Nonni Daly, commmitee chairperson for honorary members; Joe Drapeau,
defense, got an interview with
hockey
men's
and
member
honorary
Walsh,
Shawn
director;
athletic
Tyler,
Suzanne
ball player;
Buffalo, but didn't get considered
coach; Elanna Clark Farnham, honorary member; Quin Peel, baseball player; President Peter Hoff;
for the other eight openings in the
Keith Genest, baseball player; Keith Mahaney, M Club president and Mike Ross, baseball player. The
NFL. The league's policy probaseball players escorted the nominees at the induction ceremony. PHOTO BY LARRY AYOTTE.
hibits coaches from interviewing
Kessock's name is not only for other jobs while their current
the women's basketball team as a the Friends of Women's
team is still playing. So Lewis
member of the team's support Basketball fund-raising through found on the training room, but
didn't interview for these other
group. She has also been the golf tournaments. Farnham is his recent contributions helped
positions because he was busy
chairperson for many basketball also the mother of two former
See M CLUB on page 13
winning a Super Bowl ring. It
tournament committees and helps Maine athletes.
wasn't because he's black.
Football insiders expected the
New York Giants defensive coordinator, John Fox, to be in the
running for the head coaching
spots. But he's still in New York
he's
In Sunday's game, Maine from the players, We've got to factor. He commented that hav- and just for the record,
By Jeff Manntx
white.
will
lines
ing to restructure
gave up 67 shots on goal to play to our capability," he said.
Women's Hockey Reporter
Lewis didn't make much of a
Filighera didn't believe that always interrupt cohesion, but
Harvard, officially. Filighera
about it, but Tampa Bay head
fuss
The women's hockey team says that that total is inaccurate. missing Raffi Wolf to the German See WOMEN'S HOCKEY on page 13
Tony Dungy thinks Lewis
coach
had a tough weekend on the road "I don't know how they keep National team was that much of a
was snubbed because he's black.
in the ECAC this past weekend. shots there. They probably had
Dungy is one of the few African
Maine lost two games to nation- high 40s or low 50s, but that was
Americans coaching the NFL.
ally-ranked opponents; 4-1 to by design. They had a lot of
Dungy told ESPN, "It's difficult
Brown on Saturday and 5-1 to shots from the point."
to take from my perspective as a
Filighera was very pleased,
Harvard on Sunday.
minority coach in the NFL. That
Maine's head coach Rick however, that his team kept
the Ravens could put together
throw percentage, shooting 75.1
By John Contreraz
Harvard's
Jen
superstars,
Filighera thought that his team
that kind of year, and everyone
percent from the line.
Sports Editor
played well at times, but didn't Botterill and Tammie Shewchuk,
around the league roundly
00
do enough to win. "We did not from scoring any of Harvard's
On the men's side, Julian assume that Marvin Lewis is in
Women's hockey players
play well enough in the offensive goals. "We had them both shadowed the whole game," he said. Andrea Keller and Kelly Nelson Dunkley ranks seventh in the con- great shape to get a job, and then
zone to win either day," he said.
scoring with 15.7 nothing. And that only one team
"Saturday was the better of Botterill ended up getting three both played their 79th career ference in
Dunkley is also talked to him, that's just hard to
game.
per
points
the two games. The (Saturday's) assists and Shewchuk had one. game, breaking the team's record.
in free swallow."
conference
the
in
third
game was a lot closer than the Filighera said that the two were Christina Hedges previously held
80.6
What's hard to swallow is the
an
with
percentage
throw
score will indicate. It was 0-0 obviously frustrated by Maine's the record.
is
race
siren sounding because a
Ammons
Carvell
mark.
percent
00
until late in the first period. We tactics. "They took a couple of
eight
white
coach is hired. The openposting
rebounds,
in
The women's hockey team is third
had a collision in front of our penalties against us out of frusgoal
ings
field
were
all filled before Lew
in
third
and
without Raffi Wolf, who left the per game
bench on a line change that creat- tration."
percent.
be
could
53
for the jobs
considered
shooting
But Filighera did have many team Jan. 29 to play for the percentage,
ed a three-on-two and they
in
first
scoring
is
for
the
except
job
Buffalo
team
The men's
scored on that," he said. "On the good things to say about the two German National Team. Wolf
per
game.
an
points
and
Maine
got
Lewis
interview
with 77.3
second goal, we were tired and Patty Kazmaier Award finalists. recently became Maine's all-time
in
conference
people
free Buffalo's front office
also leads the
couldn't clear the puck. They got "Even though we had them shad- leading scorer.
72
with
percentage
percent.
said they gave Lewis serious
throw
00
were
they
it and had a person open at the owed the whole game,
is
basketball
men's
team
The
consideration. Old diehards
the
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Guerrette
Tracy
out
were
side of the net, and she scored. still a threat. And they
a
bus
trip
together
for
putting
such as Marty Schottenheimer
also
basketball
women's
East
America
That's
The third one was the result of a there every other shift.
for
the
students
America
and Dick Vermeil returned to
East
goal
field
3-point
for
leaderboard
many
bad pinch, that led to a break- how they are winning so
in
trip
The
Delaware.
tournament
this offseason. These
coaching
percent.
41.5
with
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away. Their last one was on a games," Filighera said.
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scored against us. Everybody ready to play for the upcoming game,
the
Call
men's
room.
hotel
the
defensive
in
games. "I didn't feel good about Ernest is also second
was in position, but it deflected
See SPORTS COLUMN on page 13
the play either game. They felt rebounds with 6.86 a game. As a basketball office at 581-1094 for
players,"
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Maine women look ahead to Niagra
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